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Abstract:This
This paper reviews the existing disk-based
disk based archival storage systems which are not adequate for Hadoop clusters
because of the cognitive content of data replicas
repl
and also the programming model of map-reduce.
reduce. An oversized range of
nodes lead to a high possibility of failures caused by unreliable components, software system glitches, machine reboots,
maintenance operations. To guarantee high reliability and availability
availability in the presence of various types of failures, data
redundancies are commonly used in cluster storage systems. This paper counters and contrasts various methodologies
used to solve the problems that arise in disk based archival system.
Keywords- Disk based archival system, Hadoop clusters, map-reduce,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Petabytes of data are nowadays stored in large distributed
storage systems [12] like the Google File System (GFS) [13],
the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [38], and the
Microsoft Azure Storage [39]. In 2012, two millions of search
queries received per minute by 2014, that number has more
than double. Every minute, 2.5 million pieces of content shared
in Facebook,
acebook, 50 thousand applications downloaded by Apple
users, 200 million messages sent via Emails [40]. Such a
massive amount of data demands large-scale
scale storage systems
maintained in data centers. With an increasing number of
storage nodes installed, the data storage cost goes up
dramatically.

This survey studies various methods and approaches to
efficiently store and retrieve data from an Hadoop distributed
file system. An overview of systems is given and the different
steps and parameters involved in building an efficient, fault
tolerant and cost
ost effective, system is developed. In section II,
data replication storage issues are tackled by issuing codes to
the data blocks that help in retrieving rarely accessed data 3X3X
Replica system is reviewed and is implemented for frequently
accessed data, rarely
arely accessed blocks are retrieved in the same
way as being currently practiced. In section III with the advent
of new retrieval techniques, pipelined erasure codes for quick
data archival and fault tolerance frameworks for an energy
energyefficient storage is implemented. In section IV, the challenges
in design of archival system are discussed and scope for this
research are discussed in section V. The Approaches used and
future possibilities are discussed in section VI.

Hadoop is an open programming framework based on java
in which the processing of huge data sets are carried out in a
II.
EARLIER METHODOLOGIES USED IN
Parallel and distributed computing environment. It makes Use
STORAGE SYSTEMS
of the commodity hardware Hadoop is Highly
ghly Scalable and
Fault Tolerant. Hadoop runs in cluster and eliminates the use of
a Super computer. Hadoop is the widely used big data David G. Cameron Etal [1] have elaborately explained an
processing engine with a simple master slave setup.
environment suitable for the simulation of realistic Grid
scenarios and the evaluation of Grid optimization algorithms
Big Data in most companies are processed by Hadoop by and also pondered upon several strategies in scheduling and
submitting the jobs to Master. The Master distributes the job to
replica optimization and presented results showing their
its cluster and process map and reduces tasks sequentially. But
nowadays the growing data need and the competition between performance in the tests with the Grid simulator OptorSim.
Service Providers leads to the increased submission of jobs to OptorSim is a simulation package written in java, developed
the Master. This Concurrent
ncurrent job submission on Hadoop to mimic the structure of a real Data Grid and study
forcesus to do Scheduling on Hadoop Cluster so that the effectiveness of replica optimization algorithm in systems.
response time will be acceptable for each job.
They have displayed that the choice of strategies used, can
alter the throughput of Grid jobs, and in some cases the
strategies used affect the extent to which the Grid resources
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are exploited. In particular, their experiments show that Queue
Access
ccess Cost, a scheduling algorithm which takes into account
both the file access cost of jobs and the workload of
computing resources, is the most effective at optimizing [33]
computing and storage resources and reducing the average
time to execute jobs. They
ey have also proven that an effective
and archival suitable choice of data replication strategy can
enhance grid performance [32] for most situations,
particularly with large numbers of jobs, the economy-based
economy
strategies and developed have the greatest effect,
ect, regardless of
the presence of background (non-Grid)
Grid) network traf
traffic.
Pramod K. Meher and Jagdish C. Patra [2]
introduced a new technique for secure distributed storage and
dissemination of digital images using Chinese remainder
theorem (CRT). The proposed
osed technique not only involves
significantly low computational complexity but also imposes
various stages of difficulty to an intruder who intends to
extract the original image from the encrypted sub-blocks.
sub
The
proposed CRT-based technique is, therefore,, useful for secure
archival of large volume of image data and sharing of digital
images by the users from different locations.
Mansaf Alam and Kashish Ara Shakil [3], the
researchers have mentioned the helping developers of BDA
Apps for cloud deployments.. In their paper they have
proposed a light-weight
weight approach for distinguishing and
surfacing variations between pseudo and large
large-scale cloud
deployments, their approach makes use of the readilyreadily
available however scarcely used execution logs from these
platforms.
forms. They have done a case study on 3 representative
Hadoop-based
based BDA Apps and have shown that their approach
can efficiently and quickly direct the attention of BDA App
developers to the main variations between the two
deployments.

machine for 1000 hours, this means that a Hadoop job’s
performance can be improved potentially, while incurring the
same cost and this proved Hadoop is put organized to achieve
parallelism.
Zujie Ren Etal [4] provided a highly scalable and
flexible platform for managing high scale data sets. The core
of MapReduce lies in its ability to distribute data into different
nodes and process it in a parallel fashion which is no
not
transparent to its users. Hadoop [17] is an open source
implementation of MapReduce [5] which has garnered
immense popularity amongst different organizations such as
facebook, Yahoo and twitter for running their data intensive
[36] applications. Its popularity
ularity can be attributed to its ability
to provide a highly scalable, parallel and fault tolerant
framework that supports automatic distribution and
computation across a cluster of commodity hardware [4].
Thus, hadoop is well equipped as a platform for ca
carrying out
large scale data analysis.
In [15] the authors simulated various replication and
caching strategies in a tier-model
model Grid environment. In [16]
they combined replication strategies with different scheduling
algorithms and found that when using an
any replication strategy,
taking into account the location of data when scheduling
vastly improves the overall job performance. They found,
however, that there was no marked difference in the choice of
replication algorithm, perhaps because replication took place
at the level of entire file sets (one file set defining a job) rather
than individual files.
EDGSim [9] was designed to simulate the
performance of the EU Data Grid but focuses on the
optimization of scheduling algorithms. Analysis showed
thatdata location
ion was important in the scheduling decision, but
no replication of data was taken into account.

The research work [7]
7] outline challenges in
analyzing big data for both data at rest and data in motion.
They have described two kinds system for big data which is at
rest namely NoSQL systems for interactive data serving
environments and systems for large scale analytics based
ba
on
MapReduce paradigm, such as Hadoop. They have discussed
that the NoSQL systems are designed to have a simpler keykey
value based data model having in-built
built sharing, so this work
in a distributed cloud based environment.

In [11] a replication algorithm is tested which uses a
cost function to predict cost effectiveness of replicas. It is
found to be more effective in reducing aaverage job time than
the case where there is no replication. The simulation
architecture used was based on a hierarchical model where
leaf client nodes ran jobs but higher nodes contained all the
storage resources, in contrast to the EU Data Grid architect
architecture
[35].

In a research paper [8], it hass been proved that the
cost of using 1000 machines for 1 hour, is the same as using 1

Erasure coding is widely implemented in distributed
storage systems [14]-[17].
[17]. It is desirable for its ef
efficient use of
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storage space given the same data availability [17]. There are
several erasure coding techniques namely Reed-Solomon
Reed
[19],
LDPC
C [20], Tornado [21], LT [22], Raptor [23], each having
its own class of applications. For instance, in a Bit Torrent like file sharing system, the Tornado code is used to generate
encoded blocks without the need to predefine
fine the number of
blocks to generate.
te. With Tornado code, the receiver keeps
receiving encoded blocks until it can decode to get the original
file. Usually the number of encoded blocks required to decode
in this case is high. In applications where this number needs to
be small, Reed-Solomon is more appropriate.

to replication [5], though replication remains so far the best
form of redundancy for new data since it is likely to be
frequently manipulated.

Redundant data blocks maintenance is critical in
many large-scale
scale reliable distributed storage systems [18]. In
these systems [23], server failures are inevitable and the lost
encoded blocks need to be replaced and recovered to main
maintain
the data availability and integrity over time. Several
techniques have been proposed to make the maintenance more
efficient.
ficient. For example, FARM [24] stored multiple copies of
encoded blocks but because of its randomness in choosing
where to store these copies, the time to search for the missing
blocks might be significant
ficant and sometimes inefficient. CFS
[25] distributes encoded blocks across a number of servers
which are organized in a Chord [26] overlay network.

In [28] the authors proposed a resource ef
efficient scheduler
that processes MapReduce jobs into heterogeneous storage
containers. STAS introduces the use of tag jobs,
heterogeneous shared-queues,
queues, heterogeneity
heterogeneity-aware STAS
manager and use of heterogeneous storage media as container
volume. STAS reduces processing
ssing latency of locating and
pairing dataset into heterogeneous storage media and
optimizes the consumption of resources in Hadoop cluster.

III.

RECENT TRENDS IN STORAGE SYSTEMS

Goodson et al. proposed a coding scheme that handles
Byzantine and crash-stop
stop failures [6]. In particular, they
design a consistency protocol for asynchronous environments
via versions. Their protocol bares similarities with our
progressive scheme in that it uses RS codes and accounts for
data integrity. However, it does not address the
communication and computation aspects of progressive data
retrieval when there are failures in the distributed storage
system. Instead, coded fragments are retrieved one time, and
deemed
med one of three states: complete, incomplete, or
repairable, depending on the degree of errors in the system.
Lluis Pamies – Juarez, Etal [27] Distributed storage
systems used in data centers have started to adopt a hybrid
strategy for redundancy, where replicas of the newly inserted
data are created, while erasure codes are preferred for archival
of the same data once it does not need to be regularly accessed
anymore, but still needs to be preserved. The number of
replicas is then reduced as the data getss older. The use of
erasure coding for archival [34] increases the fault tolerance
of the system while reducing storage overheads with respect

The most relevant related work is that of Fan et al. [12],
who proposed to distribute the task of erasure coding using the
Hadoop infrastructure, as MapReduce tasks [37]. Any
individual object is however encoded at a single node, and
hence the parallelism achieved in their approach is only at the
granularity of individual data objects. Decentralized erasure
coding has also been explored in the context of sensor
networks [10].

In [29] the authors proposed a general energy
energy-efficient
framework that can be integrated with different fault toler
tolerance
mechanisms. Additionally, the study used an economic
evaluation, which takes into consideration the cost of
hardware failure in applying energy saving schemes, proposed
by Chen et al. In order to evaluate the capability of fault
faulttolerance mechanisms, they implemented the solutions on a
simulator.
In [30] the authors argued for the need for a caching
system specifically
fically developed for erasure
erasure-coded data,
providing high availability with low latency and without the
need to store full object replicas. They designed and
implemented Agar, a caching system tailored for erasure
erasurecoded data, and explained how it integrates with a typical
storage system. Agar uses a dynamic programming approach
inspired by the Knapsack problem to optimize the cache
configurationn under a given workload. They also compared
their prototype with the LFU and LRU strategies and showed
that Agar consistently outperforms them, obtaining 16% –
41% lower latency.
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TABLE I : COMPARISON OF VARIOUS METHODS USED IN STORAGE SYSTEMS
Proposals
Pipelined
Erasure Codes
for
Fast Data
Archival in
Distributed
Storage Systems
[41]
Optimizing
Remote File
Access for
Parallel and
Distributed
Network
Applications
[42]
T*: A DataCentric Cooling
Energy Costs
Reduction
Approach for Big
Data Analytics
Cloud
[43]
Highly Reliable
Two-Dimensional
RAID Arrays for
Archival Storage.
[44]

IV.

Used
Methodology/
Algorithms

Advantages

Performance

Rapid RAID
codes

Distributes the network
and computing load of
single-object encodings
among different nodes and
provides fast archival
without compromising.

Uses cluster of 50
nodes and a set of
Amazon EC2
instances, usually
fast.

Storage cost high.

Smart File
Objects(SFO)

The SFO uses application
and network information
to adaptively pre fetch and
cache needed data in
parallel with the execution
of the application to
mitigate the impact of the
network.

Pre fetches data
using network
information,
faster than RAID
codes.

Cost very high,
special hardware
required for
optimizing remote
file access.

The SFO hides all details of the remote
file from the application

A Data-Centric
T* Cost
Reduction
Approach

T* takes a novel, datadata
centric approach to reduce
cooling energy costs and to
ensure thermal-reliability
thermal
of the servers.

Working is data
centric,
performance on
par with RAID
not as fast as SFO.

Cost higher than
RAID and SFO,
dedicated
hardware
required to ensure
thermal reliability
of servers.

Bandwidth can be 88-20x higher than
inter-rack
rack b
bandwidth in these clusters
and the huge data sizes of Big Data,
render sending data to computations
infeasible.

2D RAID
Arrays

The data will remain
largely unmodified once
they are stored. For this
reason, write rates are a
much less important issue
than in conventional
storage systems.

Costlier than
RAID, expensive
technology such as
flash drives are
used unlike disk
drives in RAID.

The reason for the shut
shut-down is the
high read load that is necessary since
super groups are quite large and the
system is not expected to support both
workloads.

Stored data
largely
unmodified,
performs faster
than RAID.

V.

CHALLENGES IN DESIGN OF ARCHIVAL
SYSTEM
•
•
•

•

Large scale implementation is not viable with
the current hardware modules.
High speed storage modules are expensive and
not scalable.
Cold data retrieval has to undergo decoding of
the encoded data, results in performance slow
down.
Data block failures are still prevalent in
unavoidable circumstances.

Cost

Limitation

Distributed storage systems often store
newly introduced data using
replication. Slows down the whole
archival process.

SCOPE FOR THIS RESEARCH

The scope of this research is to develop a data
reconstruction system to deal with block failure issues on
Hadoop clusters. Grouping and pipelining strategies are
applied to the reconstruction system to speed up the
reconstruction process.
VI.

APPROACHES USED AND FUTURE WORK

Over the past two decades, there have been varying
size of data that are uploaded every second in internet. To
process that data efficiently various approaches are
carried
out
to
tackle
the
problem
of
performancedegradationdue
egradationdue to dumping of overloaded
data. There have been differing advantages and
limitations in each method that were carried out. Table I
lists a few of the recent work in this field, while outlining
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the advantages, limitations and the methods used. These
methods have dealt with complexities and dependencies
like failures caused by unreliable components, software
glitches, machine reboots, maintenance operations, etc.
As a future research direction,

like erasure codes, agar, HDFS grouping, HDFS pipelining,
etc. to improve Big Data processing in MNCs.
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